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Asiarl Development Bank and Its Borlrowers
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The Board generally supported the two W-papers and requested staff to proceed with the
preparation of R-papers. Many expressed appreciation for the (i) efforts to harmonize with other
development institutions, (ii) measures to improve flexibility for borrowers, and (iii) cautious
approach to the use of country systems. The aim to lower transaction costs and enhance
development effectiveness while maintaining fiduciary oversight was supported. The Board
made a number of suggestions for incorporation in the R-papers.

Scope of Papers. Some directors indicated that the paper on consultants focused on issues
relating to consultant recruitment, but also stated that there was a need to deepen the analysis
of other important issues on the use of consultants, such as the (i) interrelationship between
international and national consultants, (ii) increasing DMC capacity and ownership, and (iii)
consultant industry changes. An increased focus on consultant recruitment under loans was

suggested.

.

Developing Member Country (DMC) Ownership and Capacity Building. Several directors
underscored the importance of increasing DMC involvement and ownership in consultant
recruitment and procurement. To this end, an increased delegation of work to executing
agencies and ADB's resident missions was desirable, provided there was capacity. Some
directors also proposed consulting with DMC executing agencies when developing the R-
papers.

.

Harmonization. Most directors welcomed the substantial harmonization with other multilateral
development banks in the proposed guidelines, which shows an effort to promote best
practices and decrease DMC transaction costs. One director, however, expected full uniformity
with the World Bank guidelines.



Selection Methods. Some directors welcomed the additional flexibility brought about by the
introduction of new consultant selection methods, but several directors voiced reservations
about the possible anticompetitive effects of framework contracts and the need for more detail
in some cases. Two directors suggested that for quality and cost based selection, a sliding
scale for the quality-cost ratio be introduced, as followed by the World Bank.

Anticorruption. Some directors observed that the discussion on anticorruption and
governance was inadequate, and this aspect needed amplification. In particular, more details
on the contemplated oversight procedures to minimize compliance risks should be added.

.

Country Systems. Most directors endorsed the "pilot study" approach in addressing the
application of country systems for international competitive bidding-similar to World Bank's.
Some directors favored a more forward-looking approach to country systems, encouraging a
move toward fuller adoption beyond pilot programs.

Consultant Performance. Directors supported the focus on improving monitoring of
consultants' performance, and the introduction of performance-based contracts. Some directors
noted that the R-paper should provide more details on these aspects.

.

Miscellaneous. Other issues were noted, such as (i) ensuring a reasonable geographic
balance in recruiting consultants, (ii) encouraging advance action, (iii) clearly defining state-
owned enterprises, (iv) requiring procurement plans, (v) clarifying criteria for applying post
review, and (vi) reconsidering shopping thresholds and advertising requirements for limited

bidding.
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